
Peter’s Corner presents “Winds of Change” 

Examining Claims about Global Warming /Climate Change 
  

http://hudsonctv.com/CablecastPublicSite/search?channel=1&query=winds 
(Note: Parts are in reverse order; Part VII appearing first; and Part II is preceded by Part I) 

  
Part I: Host Peter Lanzillo and Joe D’Aleo in *CO2 the ‘Demon Gas’* 
showed how the demonized CO2 is a trace gas, just 0.04% of our atmosphere. 
We showed evidence how it has little effect on temperatures but instead is 
a highly beneficial gas. It is a plant fertilizer that has greatly greened 
the planet and increase crop yields 3 to 5 fold. CO2 combines with water, 
nutrients and sunlight to grow plants through photosynthesis. We pump CO2 
into greenhouses. As for it being a harmful pollutant, every breath you 
take emits 100 times more CO2 than the air you took in. 
  
Part II: Host Peter Lanzillo and Joe D’Aleo in *Taking the Earth’s 
Temperatures* showed the many issues in attempting to assess what is 
happening globally. 75% of the global stations were dropped after 1990, up 
to 90% of the remaining stations have missing months each year, a large 
percentage of the stations are now not properly sited. Oceans cover 71% of 
the globe and full accurate global coverage was not achieved until 2004. 
Dodgy models are used to adjust temperatures. Yet we claim we can assess 
global temperatures to hundredths of degrees. 
  
Part III: Host Peter Lanzillo, Joe D’Aleo and Michael Sununu in *Weather 
Extremes - the Real Story*, we showed though after Hurricane Katrina in 
2004, scientists (and Al Gore) predicted devastating storms would be the 
‘new normal’. Yet since 2005, we have this week surpassed 4300 days without 
a major hurricane making landfall in the U.S. (more than double the 19th 
century record). The annual number of strong tornadoes are decreasing. 
There is no change in flood or drought frequency. Sea level rise globally 
has slowed to a 4 inch/century rate while models and the movie suggested 
changes in meters. Polar ice is just going through normal cyclical changes. 
  
Part IV: Host Peter Lanzillo and Joe D’Aleo In the *Real Natural and 
Man-made Causes of Climate Change*, we show how El Niño and La Niña 
cause warming and cooling and how decadal ocean basin cycles lead to a 
tendency for one or the other to dominate and lead to decadal temperature 
trends. We looked at the sun, which the climate models ignore, and show how 
solar cycles and the different solar outputs affect the climate and likely drive 
land and ocean temperature cycles. Volcanoes have a very strong affect but 
it tends to be shorter term. Man’s primary influence is through land use 
changes most specifically urbanization. 
  
Part V: Host Peter Lanzillo, Joe D’Aleo and Michael Sununu looked at 
the *Energy at Risk* story. We showed how we here in New Hampshire and 



the northeast pay, along with California, the highest electricity prices in the nation 
because of bad policies and how the Paris Accord — by driving the costs of 
energy to high levels — would devastate our nation’s economy and hurt the poor 
and middle class and those on fixed incomes the most. We looked at current 
plans with special focus on Wind Energy. 
  
Part VI: Host Peter Lanzillo, Joe D’Aleo were joined by NASA sea level 
expert Tom Wysmuller and Professor Larry Gould. In *Isn’t the Sea Level 
Rise a Sea Level Ruse?*, Tom Wysmuller confirmed the linear-unchanging 
& no-sign-of-acceleration of sea level rise globally — in contrast to all models 
and claims — and addressed the beneficial nature of CO2. 
  
Part VII: Host Peter Lanzillo was joined by Joe D’Aleo, Tom Wysmuller 
and a college professor, Dr. Laurence I (“Larry”) Gould.  In *Critical 
Thinking about Dangerous Anthropogenic ‘Climate Change/Global Warming’*, 
Larry talked about how — by committing errors in elementary logic as well as 
by appealing to “authority”, “consensus”, and "code words" — schools, 
government, and the media have been indoctrinating our young people 
and the public to support harmful and unnecessary policies. 
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